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DATA SUMMARY
Organisation: Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND), FRG.
Design/Manufacturer: BND/Hirschmann, Germany.
Year of Introduction: 1957.
Purpose: Agents and stay behind.
Transmitter:
       Circuit details: CO/RF power amplifier (CW only)
       Frequency coverage:
       Version 1: 3-4, 4-6, 6-10 and 15MHz.
       Version 2: 3-5.6, 5.6-8.2, 8.2-13.2 and 13.2-16MHz.
       Valve: EL84.
       RF output: 7½W.
Power Supply: 220V AC mains.
Size (cm): height 4, length 17, width 12.
Accessories: Crystals, RF aerial tuning meter (issued
later), aerial and earth wire, KSG high speed Morse keyer.
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REMARKS
The KSG-Sender (KSG=Kurzsignalgeber) was developed for use
by BND agents and stay behind. The set was believed to be a fol-
low up of the 12 WG. (See Chapter 53). The transmitter was self
contained having a built-in AC mains power unit. It was normally
issued with a mechanical hand cranked high speed Morse keyer
KSG Geber. (Details in Chapter 96)
No provision was made for connecting a hand speed Morse key.
About 1960 the KSG-Sender was replaced  by the FS-7 which was
part of the SP-15 station. (See Chapter 56)

KSG-Sender
Country of origin: Germany W

(Right) Front panel layout and part internal view of the
early version of the KSG-Sender. The main differences
of the two versions were an extended frequency cover-
age which shows in the positions of the frequency
range switch, and the absence of the second neon tun-
ing lamp located above the aerial loading switch.
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(Left) Scan of original user operation instruction
sheet for the KSG-Sender (Sender) and KSG high
speed Morse keyer. (Geber)

Two neon lamps and a small bulb were for tuning and matching the
transmitter to the aerial. These lamps were visible through small
holes in the top of the case. A second neon lamp above aerial load-
ing switch was omitted in a later version and an external aerial cur-
rent meter unit provided.
It should be noted that other sources mention the the names FS-8
and EL-84 sender to the the BND nomenclature KSG-Sender.
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Considering the functions of the controls and the choice
of components, it is believed that the electrical design of
the KSG-Sender was based on the 12 WG transmitter cir-
cuit,  the 6AQ5 replaced by an EL84 valve. (Above). The
aerial current circuit and meter (top right) was not envis-
aged in the KSG-Sender design, but added later as an ex-
ternal unit. At the time of compiling this chapter no
original diagram of the KSG-Sender was found, hence the
reproduction of the transmitter section circuit diagram of
the 12 WG.
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